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Empowering Small Business Accounting

In the bustling metropolis of London, small businesses form the backbone of the 
economy. However, for years, they have long grappled with the challenge of 
managing their finances efficiently, due to laborious bookkeeping processes 
that strain their valuable time and resources.

This case study explores the transformative journey of Taj Accountants, specialist 
small business accountancy firm. Abul Nurujjaman, Managing Director, recounts 
how Intuit QuickBooks became his steadfast partner, propelling his practice to 
new heights while enabling his clients to navigate the complexities of financial 
planning and growth.

How QuickBooks Helped 
Taj Accountants

Fostered a genuine partnership, 
delivering on promises and 

providing swift issue resolution.

Unlocked strategic insights through 
robust reporting, enabling Taj 

Accountants to position themselves 
as a strategic advisor.

Empowered clients by making 
financial data accessible, aiding 
informed decision-making and 

growth planning.

Seamlessly integrated solutions 
with other software, enhancing 

efficiency and tailoring services to 
diverse client needs.
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Seamless Partnership and 
Unwavering Support

Back in 2010, Abul took his first steps into the world of small business 
accounting. At the time, he was trying out a few other software options, but 
couldn't settle on something that provided the support he needed at a price 
within his budget.

However, in 2017, he discovered QuickBooks. 
From the outset, Abul felt a unique sense of partnership. QuickBooks delivered 
on every promise and promptly resolved any issues that arose, thanks to his 
dedicated account manager. This foundation of trust has solidified Abul’s lasting 
commitment to QuickBooks.

How QuickBooks Helped Taj Accountants

QuickBooks proved to be more than a 
bookkeeping tool; it became a catalyst 
for strategic growth. Abul harnessed 
QuickBooks' robust reporting options 
to provide his clients—ranging from 
restaurants to shops—with insights 
beyond traditional financial records. 

Monthly, quarterly, and comparative 
reports opened doors to new revenue 
streams as Abul positioned himself as 
a strategic advisor. As clients sought 

to navigate challenges like inflation, 
QuickBooks played a pivotal role in 
helping Abul educate and train 
them effectively.
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More than a 
bookkeeping tool



Empowering Clients and Fostering 
Financial Understanding

QuickBooks' user-friendly interface meant that the software became an 
indispensable asset to Abul, enabling clients to engage actively in their financial 
affairs. Previously elusive data and reports were not accessible to clients, 
restricting them from comprehensively reviewing their financial situations and 
making informed decisions. 



Using QuickBooks, Abul helped his clients grow accustomed to the platform, 
and they increasingly relied on it to collaborate with him and plan for future 
scaling and growth.
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Net profit vs industry benchmarks

This quarter
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Abul’s success story exemplifies the pivotal role QuickBooks plays in elevating 
small business accounting. By fostering a dynamic partnership, providing robust 
reporting options, and empowering clients with financial insights, QuickBooks 
propels accountants like Abul’s from everyday bookkeepers to strategic advisors. 
As London's small business landscape evolves, QuickBooks remains a steadfast 
ally, driving growth and prosperity.

‘Cloud bookkeeping is the way forward.  
When considering a partnership with a cloud-based 
accounting software, QuickBooks should always be your top 
pick. With its exceptional software quality, outstanding 
customer service, and cost-effective fees, it's the ideal choice 
for your practice’

Abul Nurujjaman

Managing Director of Taj Accountants


